
Celebrity  News:  Demi  Lovato
Has Dating Advice For Fans

By Rachel Sparks

Demi Lovato, formerly part of a six year celebrity couple with
Wilmer Valderrama, recently shared her relationship advice.
According to People.com, Lovato admits to being open to both
men and women for a long-term relationship. Lovato’s biggest
advice for young people: there’s a lot of life ahead for
people,  so  don’t  let  past  decisions  define  your  current
identity.

This celebrity news is something we
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can  all  take  to  heart.  What  are
some ways to know if you’re in a
healthy relationship? 

Cupid’s Advice:

When we fall in love we often ignore signs from our S.O.,
friends and family, and even ourselves. Not all signs are bad.
How do you know if the person you’re with is the right one?
Here is Cupid’s dating advice to help you recognize that you
have a keeper:

1. They know your comforts: When we have a bad day, are
cranky, or don’t feel well, having someone know just the way
to make you feel better makes all the difference. If your S.O.
knows what movie, food, drink, music to prepare to make your
day better, that shows they’ve paid attention to you and they
care about helping you.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple: 10 Reasons Chrissy Teigen and
John Legend are Relationship Goals

2. They talk about your day: We love talking about our days
with the people we care about, but sometimes it’s hard to keep
up  with  all  of  the  details.  If  your  partner  is  actively
trying, asking questions, and responding, they care. They may
not  remember  everything,  but  active  attention  shows  an
investment.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: How Far Will You Go for a
Relationship?

3.  Small  things:  Who  doesn’t  love  a  lavish  display  of
affection? But those small details that make life better for
you are really the signs of a loving relationship. If your
partner prepares coffee for you before bed, a small task that
says a lot, keep them around.
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How do you know if your partner is a keeper? Share your dating
advice below!

New  Celebrity  Couple?  Sarah
Hyland & ‘Bachelorette’ Star
Wells Adams Are Seeing Each
Other

By Rachel Sparks

Modern Family meets Bachelorette as new celebrity couple Sarah
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Hyland  and  Wells  Adams  celebrate  Halloween  Stranger
Things style. According to UsMagazine.com, Hyland and Adams
had been flirting publicly on social media for some time,
causing fans to speculate about their relationship. It wasn’t
until the two posed as gender opposites Eleven and  Mike
Wheeler from the Netflix hit on Sunday, October 29 that the
couple confirmed their status.

There may be a new celebrity couple
to follow! What are some ways to
announce your new relationship to
family and friends?

Cupid’s Advice:

Sharing your new love interest with people you care about is a
big deal. You want your friends and family to love your new
S.O. just as much as you do. How you choose to introduce your
partner to everyone sets the tone for their relationship with
your new partner and how the two of you move forward as a
couple. Here’s Cupid’s relationship advice for the important
meet-and-greet:

1. Let’s boogie: During the holidays, parties abound. Bringing
your new partner to a celebration is almost an instant win.
Everyone is having a good time so the reception is much more
likely to be a positive one, plus it lets your love interest
see just how much fun your family is.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian &
Younes Bendjima Getting ‘Very Serious’ & enjoy Date Night in
L.A.

2. Family Outing: Halloween means pumpkin patch visits. With
Thanksgiving a close follow-up, rounding out with Christmas
and  New  Year’s,  apple  pickings,  fire  pit  gatherings,  and
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shopping sprees are the perfect time for the whole family to
be together. It’s also the perfect time to drag along your
partner. Everyone is together, excited to be planning for the
holidays, and your partner may get something out of it in
addition to meeting your family.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Is Anna Faris Dating Again After
Split From Chris Pratt?

3. Dinner party: It’s such a classic, but food is one of the
core ways people bond. Across cultures, generations, politics,
or religion, food is central to gatherings. Keep everyone fed
and calm with an exquisitely cooked home meal. Time your meals
to avoid too many awkward silences.

How do you introduce your new S.O. to your friends and family?
Share your ideas below!

Celebrity  Couple  News:
Kourtney Kardashian & Younes
Bendjima  Getting  ‘Very
Serious’ and Enjoy Date Night
in L.A.
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By Karley Kemble

Celebrity couple Kourtney Kardashian and Younes Bendjima are
having the time of their lives! In the latest celebrity news,
Kardashian  celebrated  the  launch  of  her  first-ever  solo
collaboration  with  clothing  company  PrettyLittleThing  and
Bendjima was by her side the whole night! EOnline.com reports
the  celebrity  relationship  is  getting  “very  serious”  –
Bendijma  has  even  been  welcomed  to  the  annual  Kardashian
Christmas party. We can’t wait to see where this celebrity
couple goes together next!

This celebrity couple is said to be
getting  very  serious.  How  do  you
know  when  you’re  ready  to  get
serious about a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

As time goes on with any relationship, things are bound to
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become  more  serious.  Here  are  some  ways  to  tell  if  your
relationship is getting at that level:

1. You care less about your appearance: Remember the early
days of your relationship when you’d make sure you looked
totally put-together before going to hang out with them? Maybe
these days you find yourself putting in a little less effort
‘cause you know they like you for who you are.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Threatens Kourtney
Kardashian for Dating Again

2. You share more: This is literal and verbal. Maybe you are
super  open  with  vulnerable  topics.  Maybe  you  two  share  a
Netflix account or have a stash of hoodies you “accidentally”
never gave back. Whatever the case, if you’re sharing – that’s
a telling sign!

Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes
Benjima Vacation in Egypt

3. You wait to do things with them: Sure, you could easily
watch the latest episode of Grey’s Anatomy without them, but
you’d rather wait that extra day when you hang out together.
Planning your schedule around your partner and looking for
small opportunities to spend time with them is pretty serious!

How can you tell when a relationship is becoming serious? Let
us know below!

Celebrity Exes Ashton Kutcher
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&  Demi  Moore  Attend  Same
Wedding

By Karley Kemble

Running  into  an  ex  is  almost  always  awkward,  even  for
celebrities!  Celebrity  exes  Ashton  Kutcher  and  Demi  Moore
attended the same vow renewal ceremony in Brazil last weekend,
reports  UsMagazine.com.  The  former  celebrity  couple  ended
their relationship in 2011, and their divorce was finalized in
2013. It appears things were cordial between the two, as they
left the Rio De Janeiro venue going their separate ways.

Even  celebrity  exes  are  bound  to
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cross  paths  eventually!  What  are
some ways to deal with running into
your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:

While your fight or flight instincts may be pushing you to run
and hide, we know that’s not always an option. Cupid has some
relationship  advice  to  make  these  awkward  run-ins…less
awkward:

1. Stay cool: Yes, your mind will probably be spinning a
million miles a minute. That’s normal – just stay as calm as
you can, and be honest with them. You probably aren’t the only
one who feels awkward, either.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Getting Over a Grudge

2. Keep it polite: Your default reaction may be to list off
all the reasons why your life’s so much better without them.
It’s great to show them you’ve moved on, just make sure you
aren’t  over-killing  it.  It  could  leave  you  looking  more
flustered and out of it.

Related Link: Relationship Advice: Why Isn’t It Easy to Say
Goodbye?

3. Maintain that confidence: Even if you aren’t feeling like a
million bucks, fake it ‘til you make it! Don’t let a random
run-in ruin your entire day, either. Allow yourself to feel
the awkwardness for a little, then move on with your fabulous
life.

How have you handled a run-in with an ex? Talk to us about it
below!
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Celebrity  News:  Chrissy
Teigen  Trolls  Husband  John
Legend Over Lack of Baseball
Knowledge

By Karley Kemble

Chrissy Teigen is no stranger to poking fun at herself or her
husband, John Legend. In the latest celebrity news, Teigen
took her shenanigans to Instagram and made fun of Legend for
his lack of baseball knowledge. According to UsMagazine.com,
Legend and a pal attended game two of the World Series in Los
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Angeles, and they were photographed sharing spirited high-
fives  with  each  other.  When  Teigen  saw  the  photos,  she
reposted the image with a hilarious caption: “I’m dying. No
one in the world knows less about baseball than these two.”
Legend hasn’t responded publicly to his wife’s gags, but we
can always count on this celebrity couple for a good laugh!

This  celebrity  news  is  making  us
laugh out loud! What are some ways
to  keep  laughter  in  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Laughter is an important key to a successful relationship.
Like  they  say  –  the  couples  that  laugh  together,  stay
together. Here are some ways to maintain a happy relationship
with lots of laughs:

1. Know what’s funny: Everyone is different. What you find
drop-dead funny might not be the same as your partner. Make
sure you know their sense of humor. Once you have it figured
out, you have perfect ammunition!

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Fun:  Chrissy  Teigen  Shares
Hilarious Post-Thanksgiving Pics with John Legend

2. Don’t take yourself seriously: It’s important to take the
joke when you are the joke. Obviously, if the joke is bad-
intentioned that’s a no-no. But, if it’s lighthearted, be okay
with laughing at yourself!

Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Things to Know Before
Dating a Funny Guy

3.  Look  for  the  little  things:  It’s  easy  to  default  to
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negativity when things are sour. Finding even the smallest
ounce of humor in a situation will really change your mood.

How do you keep laughter alive in your relationship? Share
your thoughts below!

Celebrity Baby Boy or Girl?
Find  Out  the  Sex  of  Khloe
Kardashian’s Baby

By Karley Kemble
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It’s a boy! Khloe Kardashian and her NBA boyfriend Tristan
Thompson will welcome their newest celebrity baby boy sometime
next year, confirms UsMagazine.com. The celebrity couple has
been together since last September, and it sounds like this
new  bundle  of  joy  is  just  the  beginning  of  their  future
together. Kardashian has said Thompson is hoping to have a
large family with five to six kids! The Kardashian family has
a lot of celebrating to do in the months to come, as big sis
Kim  Kardashian  and  younger  sis  Kylie  Jenner  both  have
celebrity  babies  on  the  way,  too!

Khloe  Kardashian  is  expecting  a
celebrity baby boy. What are some
ways to prepare differently for a
baby boy than a girl?

Cupid’s Advice:

A new baby is sure to bring a lot of excitement and joy,
regardless if you have a little boy or girl. However, there
are a few things to consider when preparing for a baby boy:

1. Be ready to play rough: Little boys like to play rough.
This is totally natural, so don’t be scared! Just make sure to
teach  them  the  difference  between  playing  rough  and
intentionally  trying  to  cause  harm.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Khloe Kardashian Steps Out with
Tristan Thompson After Pregnancy News

2. Embrace the gross: Boys are usually messier than girls.
It’s  probably  embedded  within  their  DNA  (just  kidding!).
Prepare to clean up lots of messes, and embrace your boy for
who he is – even when he tracks a whole lot of mud into the
house.
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Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Kim Kardashian Confirms
She’s Expecting Her Third Child

3. Don’t tie yourself down to the stereotypes: Blue isn’t just
for boys! Don’t feel pressured to follow that societal rule.
You don’t have to dress him in blue or buy him toy cars
“because he’s a boy.” If you want to, then go for it – just
know you have freedom to choose.

How was raising boys different for you? Share your thoughts
below!

Celebrity  Wedding:  Mandy
Moore Opens Up About Her New
Engagement
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By Karley Kemble

Between starring on a successful television show and planning
a celebrity wedding, This is Us star Mandy Moore is as busy as
ever  these  days.  Moore  and  her  fiancé,  musician  Taylor
Goldsmith, have been engaged since last month and the actress
is finally talking about the excitement in her life! According
to  People.com,  Moore  credits  Instagram  for  bringing  the
celebrity couple together – after posting a picture of his
album, they began emailing and “the rest is history.” Before
meeting Goldsmith, Moore says she spent a “few years of just
unhappiness,”  but  knows  she  has  found  the  “right  person”
because they “can handle anything together.” As far as the
ceremony goes, Moore says her upcoming celebrity wedding will
be “quiet and private” as she and Goldsmith are quiet and
private, too.

This  celebrity  wedding-to-be  is
making Mandy Moore very happy. What
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are some ways know if you’re ready
to  take  the  next  step  in  your
relationship and get engaged?

Cupid’s Advice:

Engagements are the gateway to marriage. You might be to take
the next step if you can check “yes” to Cupid’s three tips:

1. You are each other’s best friend: Knowing your partner is
dependable and that you can turn to them in times of need
and/or struggle is an important foundation to establish before
tying the knot. If you can confidently say your partner is
your best friend through and through, you could be ready for
the next step.

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Couple  Mandy  Moore  and  Taylor
Goldsmith  Are  Engaged

2. You’re okay with being boring together: Quality time is
essential within any relationship. You know you don’t have to
rely on date nights to keep the romance alive. You’re okay
with being boring and running errands, or even just sitting at
home on the couch watching Netflix. What you do (or don’t do)
isn’t important, as long as you’re together.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Mandy Moore Wants to Have Kids
‘Sooner Than Later’

3. You speak in we’s: Before you got together, it was always
‘you’ and ‘me’ when you talked about each other. If you find
yourself using ‘we’ and ‘us’ more frequently out loud or in
your head, that is a very telling sign!

How did you know you were ready to be engaged? Share your
story below!
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Celebrity  Baby-to-Be?  Gwen
Stefani & Blake Shelton Are
‘Focused on Getting Pregnant’

By Karley Kemble

One of music’s favorite celebrity couples is reportedly trying
to grow their family! Gwen Stefani and Blake Shelton are eager
to have a child together and are “hyper-focused on getting
pregnant,”  an  insider  close  to  the  duo  revealed  to
UsMagazine.com. Though Shelton has really hit it off with
Stefani’s  three  boys  from  her  previous  marriage  to  Gavin
Rossdale, it has always been a dream for him to have kids of
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his  own.  If  all  goes  according  to  plan,  there  should  be
another celebrity baby born by the end of 2018. Hopefully
we’ll be hearing good news from the couple soon!

There may be another celebrity baby
on  its  way  soon!  What  are  some
things to consider before deciding
to have a child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having children is a very serious responsibility, and it’s
clear that this celebrity couple is ready to tackle parenthood
together.  Cupid  has  some  advice  if  you’re  still  in
questioning:

1. Assess your financial situation: There is a huge amount of
time  and  financial  responsibilities  that  come  along  with
having a child. Thinking about them beforehand and having a
realistic financial plan is crucial. You’re committing to this
kiddo for life, after all.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Gwen Stefani Gushes Over
‘Love’ Blake Shelton

2. Evaluate your relationship: A child will shake up your
relationship in the best way possible. It’ll definitely change
the norm of what you’re used to, but if you have a strong
relationship with you partner then it’ll be a lot easier.
Caring  for  another  little  human  together  should  entirely
excite you!

Related Link: Celebrity News: Gwen Stefani & Blake Shelton Go
Fishing With Her Sons

3. Examine your inner readiness: The most important factor is
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knowing yourself. If you do not feel ready for parenthood,
then you don’t need to rush. Just make sure you aren’t waiting
for the ‘right moment’ – you could end up waiting forever!

What did you consider before having a child? Let us know!

Celebrity  Baby  News:  Billy
Joel  &  Wife  Alexis  Welcome
Second Child Together

By Karley Kemble
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Another celebrity baby is born! Celebrity couple Billy Joel
and Alexis Joel have welcomed their second child together. The
pair shared their newest bundle of joy, Remy Anne, with an
adorable  photo  of  Joel  holding  his  little  angel  in  the
hospital. News of this celebrity pregnancy became public just
last  week,  EOnline.com  confirms.  Remy  joins  the  celebrity
family with two-year-old big sis Della Rose. Joel also has an
older daughter, Alexa Ray, with ex-wife Christie Brinkley.
Congratulations to the happy couple!

This  celebrity  baby  news  has  us
happy for Billy Joel! What are some
ways to prepare your relationship
for a second child?

Cupid’s Advice:

Having your first child is a new, overwhelming, but joyous
experience. By the time the second one is born, you’re sure to
have the parenting thing down. Cupid has some tips that’ll
help fill in the gaps:

1. Make time for each other: Two kiddos – especially when
they’re young – will keep you as busy as ever. Make time for
date nights as often as possible. Alone time is so necessary,
well-deserved, and often overlooked!

Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor in Paradise’ Stars
Carly Waddell & Evan Bass Discuss Surprise Pregnancy

2. Communicate, communicate, communicate: We all know that
communication is key to any relationship. Maintaining openness
with your partner is essential, especially with another big
responsibility on your hands. Establishing solid communication
habits will be a huge help in dire situations.
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Related link: Celebrity Baby: Adam Levine and Behati Prinsloo
Announce Second Pregnancy

3. Expect the unexpected: No amount of planning will prepare
you for every dilemma you face. Remain flexible and rely on
each other during the times of stress, chaos, and tantrums.
Remembering the reasons why you wanted to be parents together
will make everything worth it in the end.

How did you prepare your relationship before baby no. 2? Share
your tips below.

Celebrity  News:  Fergie  Says
She Wanted to Stay Married to
Josh Duhamel ‘Forever’
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By Karley Kemble

In  the  latest  celebrity  news,  Fergie  has  shared  heart
wrenching information about her recent split from husband Josh
Duhamel. According to UsMagazine.com, the somber Black-Eyed
Peas singer confesses, “It wasn’t my plan, I wanted to stay
married forever,” in a preview for an upcoming appearance on
the Wendy Williams Show. The former celebrity couple formally
announced  their  separation  in  September,  but  parted  ways
earlier  in  the  spring.  Fergie  and  Duhamel  will  remain  on
friendly terms and co-parent their four-year-old son, Axl,
together.

This celebrity news has our hearts
hurting. What are some ways to know
you’ve done everything you can to
save a relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Even celebrity couples that appear to be as strong and loving
as Fergie and Josh have the potential to fizzle out. While you
should almost always try and save your relationship, sometimes
it’s best to call it quits. How do you know when it’s over?
Cupid has some ideas:

1. You’ve talked it out: Whether you sit down together or seek
help from a therapist, getting to the root of the problems are
totally essential. If you two still aren’t seeing eye-to-eye,
maybe it just can’t be saved.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Fergie and Josh Duhamel Call
It Quits

2. You’ve gone back to basics: Sometimes it’s good to hit the
reset button. Remember the early days of your relationship
when you were still getting to know each other? If you channel
those innocent times but aren’t seeing changes in the way you
treat each other, it may be time to end things.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Anna Faris Is ‘Fantastic’
Amid Chris Pratt Divorce, Says Allison Janney

3. You just aren’t feeling it: Always, always, always trust
your gut. If your partner doesn’t make you feel as happy,
strong, or content as they used to, perhaps the relationship
has run dry. You know yourself better than anyone else, after
all.

Cupid  wants  to  know:  How  have  you  tried  to  save  your
relationship?
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Celebrity News: Scott Disick
Threatens Kourtney Kardashian
for Dating Again

By Karley Kemble

As we all know, celebrity relationships are prone to lots and
lots of drama. If you’ve been following the Kardashians for a
while, it’s no secret that oldest sis Kourtney Kardashian and
her ex Scott Disick seem to always have problems surrounding
their former celebrity relationship. In the latest celebrity
news  from  EOnline.com,  Kardashian  reveals  Disick  has
threatened that she “better watch her back” in next week’s
Keeping Up With the Kardashians episode. While Kardashian has
been dating model Younes Bendjima since last year, it’s clear
that  Disick  still  has  complicated  feelings  for  his  ex.
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Hopefully they’re able to sort things out for good, and soon!

This  celebrity  news  shows  some
drama that can happen post-breakup
in  a  relationship.  What  are  some
ways to keep your ex from affecting
your new relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Kourtney and Scott certainly have a complicated past, which
seems to always get in the way and prevent the two from moving
on. Cupid has some relationship advice to help you focus on
the present:

1. Block him on social media: Your business is his no more. He
doesn’t need to see what you’ve been up to! Blocking him will
prevent you from seeing his posts, and also will make it
easier to forget about him. Out of sight, out of mind, right?

Related  Link:  Celebrity  News:  Scott  Disick  &  Kourtney
Kardashian  Are  Not  on  Speaking  Terms

2. Delete those pictures: Sure, there’s nothing wrong with
remembering the good times from your relationship. You can
still remember those good times without pictures plastered all
over your Instagram or Facebook. Stripping your social media
is a freeing experience, and you can make room for tons of
pics of your new guy.

Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes
Benjima Vacation in Egypt

3. Remain headstrong: Above all, remember that your current
relationship is a completely new chapter. While you may have
been burned before, don’t let the drama from the last ex ruin
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something good that could come from this new relationship!

Have any other post-breakup tips to share? Comment below!

Celebrity  Wedding:  John
Stamos  &  Girlfriend  Caitlin
McHugh Are Engaged

By Rachel Sparks

According  to  UsMagazine.com,  former  Full  House  star  John
Stamos proposed to his girlfriend, actress and model Caitlin
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McHugh, on Sunday, October 22 and she said “yes.” The happy
ex-bachelor  posted  on  Twitter,  Instagram,  and  Facebook  an
image of a couple in front of the Disney castle with an emoji
of an engagement ring. Stamos, excited about his own upcoming
celebrity wedding, tweeted, “And we lived happily ever after.”

It’s  about  to  be  a  Fuller
House with this celebrity wedding
in the works! What are some unique
ways to pop the question?

Cupid’s Advice:

Your own proposal may not be the latest celebrity news, but
that doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be special. Today everyone is
finding creative and fun ways to pop the question. Cupid has
some ideas:

1. Dinner at home:  We’re not ditching the dinner proposal,
just modifying it. Cook up an amazing dinner at your own pad
or  rent  a  special  location.  You  have  control  over  the
environment, unlike in a restaurant, so set the mood with
lighting, scents, music, and artwork. Make a pillow fort in
front of the TV for after-dinner relaxation and cuddle time.

Related Link: Should a Woman Propose to a Man?

2. Make an adventure book:  It’s easier than ever to use
pictures you’ve taken of you and your partner to make a high-
quality picture book. It’s a cute and thoughtful gift that
celebrates the two of you, and at the end is the perfect
surprise.

Related  Link:  Valentine’s  Day  Special:   Men’s  Health  and
TheKnot.com Report:  1 in 4 Brides Didn’t Love Their Proposal
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3.  Disney  themed:   Who  hasn’t  dreamed  of  being  a  Disney
character at some point? Use your favorite Disney movie as
inspiration to pop the question with style. Find a rose and
serve it on a platter with an engagement ring to make your
S.O. feel like Belle. It’s the perfect way to start your own
happily ever after.

What are your dream proposals? Share your ideas below!

Celebrity  Break-Up:  Robert
Pattinson & FKA Twigs Split,
But Maybe Not for Good
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By Rachel Sparks

After  two  years  of  engagement,  celebrity  couple  Robert
Pattinson  and  FKA  Twigs  have  taken  a  break.  According
to  People.com,  the  couple  hadn’t  seen  each  other  in  two
months. Between Twigs’ new album and Pattinson’s press tour,
time and distance have been a strain and led to a celebrity
break-up.. But don’t worry, as Twigs has kept the engagement
ring  and  Pattinson  admits,  “That’s  the  girl  he  wants  to
marry.” We may see the couple reuniting soon.

This celebrity break-up is the here
and now, but it may not be forever.
What are some factors to consider
when it comes to on-again off-again
relationships?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Like this celebrity couple, sometimes breaks are necessary.
People change and it’s important to realize who we are before
we can go back. But does that mean you should go back? Is lost
love always lost? How do you decide what’s best? Read our
relationship advice below:

1. Know what you want:  Monogamous, long-term relationships
are not for everyone. There’s no right or wrong to what makes
you happy, but you need to know what does. If you’re ok with
an on-again off-again relationship, stay the course. If each
break-up  tears  you  down  a  little  more,  it’s  time  to
reevaluate. You deserve what makes you happy, but it starts be
knowing what that is.

Related Article:  Couple News:  Robert Pattinson Says He & FKA
Twigs Are Still ‘Kind Of’ Engaged

2.  Know  why  it  ended:   Some  relationships  end  for  good
reasons. While the end is painful and often leaves you wanting
to go back, take a moment and reflect on what caused the end.
Is it worth going back to that?

Related Article:  Robert Pattinson’s Celebrity Love FKA Twigs
‘Really Wants Kids’ Says Source

3. Who do you want to be?  What does the future version of
yourself have to do with your current relationship status?
Everything. Imagine who it is that you want to be. Does your
partner support that? Does the relationship hold you back from
that vision? The only way to become the person you envision is
to  start  acting  like  you’re  that  person  now.  If  someone
distracts you from that vision, realize it’s not what you need
and move on.

Have you been in the on-again off-again cycle? What helped you
make up your mind? Share below.
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Celebrity  Wedding:  Justin
Timberlake Pens Wife Jessica
Biel a Love Letter for 5th
Anniversary

By Rachel Sparks

Amidst all of the chaos in our lives, what’s more inspiring
than  the  love  letter  between  celebrity  couple  Justin
Timberlake  and  Jessica  Biel?  Marking  five  romantic  years
together on Thursday, October 19, Justin sang Leon Russell’s
“A Song For You,” the song the couple danced to as newlyweds.
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According to UsMagazine.com, both Justin and Jessica claim to
be incredibly lucky for marrying their best friend. Thanks
guys, for showing us true love. You’ve raised the standard.

This power duo is celebrating their
5th celebrity wedding anniversary.
What  are  some  ways  to  make  your
anniversary special?  

Cupid’s Advice:

It’s important to celebrate milestones, especially when it’s
shared with someone who means so much to you. You don’t want
to make your anniversary feel like any other date night, so
how can you feel like a celebrity couple the way you and your
S.O. deserve? Cupid has some tips:

1. Destination vacation:  This doesn’t have to be far away or
overly glamorous. In fact, the closer to town and the more you
feel like a local, the more unique the experience. Plus, it’s
kind on the wallet. Book Airbnb in the next town over. Try the
local food, experience the history, and see if the sunset (or
sunrise) looks different than from your own town.

Related Article:  Couple News:  Meghan Trainor Celebrates One
Year Anniversary with Daryl Sabara

2. Engage the senses:  Choose a small gift for each of the
five senses, either something your partner has been asking for
or something you can do together. Get creative and spread the
gifts throughout your celebrations to keep the anticipation
and excitement building.

Related Article:  Celebrity News:  Check Out Keith Urban’s
Adorable Anniversary Message to Nicole Kidman
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3. Find an heirloom:  What is something you and your partner
are both passionate about? Do you love to compete with each
other at chess? Splurge on a fancy chess set. Find the passion
you share and indulge in the best so that you can celebrate
each time you spend time together. Start creating your legacy
as a partnership.

What are some unique ways you’ve celebrated your anniversary?
Share in the comments below!

Celebrity  Break-Up:
‘Vanderpump  Rules’  Star
Sheana  Marie  &  Robert
Valletta ‘Kind of Broke Up’
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By Ashleigh Underwood

Celebrity couple Sheana Marie and Robert Valletta are in the
midst  of  a  celebrity  break-up…or  are  they?  According  to
UsMagazine.com  the  couple  announced  their  split  via  an
Instagram comment section. A fan asked Valletta where his
“beautiful girlfriend” was, and Valletta responded with “sadly
we broke up, we are still amazing friends and we adore each
other. We will see what happens.” However, it seems as though
the the pair are still on, since they have been on several
dates since then. While this celebrity relationship is in a
tricky spot, they continue to have hopes of working things out
and are still planning a future together.

There  may  have  been  a  celebrity
break-up  in  Hollywood,  but  we’re
not  quite  sure.  What  are  some
reasons to avoid being wishy washy
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about your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Not knowing what you want or where you want to be in your
relationship can cause a lot of issues within yourself and
your relationship. Here are a few more reasons to avoid being
wishy washy in your relationship:

1. It can be confusing: If you are on the fence about your
relationship, your partner could easily get confused. If there
are at a certain level in the relationship that you’re not at
yet, they may not understand what is going on. They may begin
to wonder if you are as committed as they are or if you really
want to be with them. It is best to make up your mind about
them and communicate it clearly.

Related Link:Marriage Advice from Celebrity Couples Who Stay
Together

2. Feelings are at risk: If your partner feels that you both
are on the same page when it comes to your romance but you are
really several steps behind them, their entire world will
apart when they figure it out. When you are wishy washy about
your relationship, you are easily leading on your partner
unless you make it clear that you are unsure. This way, they
will not be blind sided by your feelings and they can adjust
their expectations in the relationship.

Related Link: Dating Advice for Dealing with the Break-Up
Blues

3.  You  might  settle:  Sometimes,  when  we  are  unsure  about
something, we settle with what we have instead of making a
hard  choice.  If  this  happens  in  a  relationship,  you  will
regret  always.  Instead  of  being  comfortable  with  your
indifference,  make  the  decision.  If  you  think  that  this
relationship is the one you want, go for it. If you can’t see
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yourself with your partner in the future, end it now.

How do you make up your mind about a relationship? Comment
below!

Celebrity News: Is Anna Faris
Dating Again After Split from
Chris Pratt?

By Ashleigh Underwood

It  appears  Anna  Faris  has  moved  on  from  her  celebrity
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divorce from Chris Pratt, and is now dating Michael Barrett,
47. Back in August, Faris and Pratt announced they were ending
their eight year celebrity relationship, putting out a joint
statement. While recognizing their hard work and attempts at
making a perfect family for son Jack, the pair decided is was
best to part ways. Now Faris is back in the celebrity news
spotlight as she has often been spotted with Barrett since the
beginning of September, according to UsMagazine.com.

This celebrity news points to Anna
Faris moving on. What are some ways
to move on after a tough split?

Cupid’s Advice:

Break-ups  are  one  of  the  toughest  things  to  overcome,
especially when you have been together for years like Faris
and Pratt. However, moving on is a necessary part of life and
we are here to help you through it. Here are a few tips on
moving on from a otugh split:

1. Grieve: A break-up is a loss. You shared your life with
somebody else and now you have to figure out life without them
at your side. The first and most important step, is to let
yourself grieve. Your relationship meant something to you and
was a big part of your life. It is only fair to give it the
respect it deserves, and allow yourself to be sad for as long
as you need.

Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Anna Faris Is ‘Fantastic’
Amid Chris Pratt Divorce, Says Allison Janney

2. Focus on yourself: While you go through an intense grieving
process, it can be very easy to forget about yourself. Instead
of spending day and night focusing on your ex, take some time
to pamper yourself. Nothing will make you feel better than
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spending the day at the spa and leaving all your troubles at
the door. Not only will it lift your spirits, but it will
remind yourself of the person you are and who you deserve to
be with.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Fergie and Josh Duhamel Call
It Quits
3. Get out there: Once you are starting to feel yourself again
and have come to terms with the fact that it is over, get out
there! While you may not feel like dating again right away,
simply going out dancing with your friends, or seeing a show
with you family, you will feel on top of the world. The key is
getting comfortable with being by yourself again and seeking
relief in your family and friends.
How  did  you  move  on  from  your  last  relationship?  Comment
below!
 

Celebrity  News:  Reese
Witherspoon  Reveals  She  Was
Sexually  Assaulted  by
Director at Age 16
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By Rachel Sparks

Spurred by the onslaught of sexual harassment confessions from
thousands of women this past week, Reese Witherspoon admitted
that her first experience happened when she was 16, and it
hasn’t stopped. UsMagazine.com reports that Witherspoon spoke
up during the Ell Women in Hollywood event, which was hosted
by Calvin Klein and L’Oréal, on Monday night, October 16. In
recent celebrity news, thousands of women from just as many
industries shared their stories on Twitter, using #MeToo.

This  celebrity  news  is  very
disheartening. What are some ways
to support a partner who has been
sexually assaulted?

Cupid’s Advice:

Unfortunately, it is a distressing reality that you or someone
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you know has been sexually assaulted at some point. Younger
people especially lack the tools in which to deal with this;
however, no matter how old you are, it is difficult to process
and heal from this kind of trauma. Cupid has some relationship
advice so you can support your partner:

1. Open up: Silence welcomes our inner demons. Don’t allow
yourself or someone you know to suffer alone. We all speak up
at different times and in different ways, but sharing our pain
helps ease the weight.

Related Article:  Parenting Tips:  Way to Talk to Your Kids
About Sexual Abuse

2. Be there: You may not be able to do much, but staying by
someone’s side has a lasting impression. They may not say
much, and it can be discouraging to feel like you aren’t
helping, but stick it out with them. Your presence could be
the strength they need.

Related Article:  Celebrity News:  ‘Bachelor in Paradise’
Premiere Addresses DeMario Jackson & Corinne Olympios Scandal

3. Bump it up: Sometimes you won’t know what to do, but you
know the situation is bad. Whether someone is suffering so
much they present a harm to themselves or you’re worried it
could happen again, seek out someone you trust. Even if they
only offer another safe place, building that support network
is critical to healing.

It’s an extremely difficult topic, but creating a sense of
community helps others heal. What advice do you have to offer
others? Be brave. Be strong. Share below.
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Prince William & Duchess Kate
Reveal Due Date for Celebrity
Baby No. 3

By Rachel Sparks

Revealed via Twitter, Kensington Palace shared the due date
for Prince William and Duchess Kate’s third bundle of joy.
This celebrity baby, expected in April 2018, was kept under
wraps  until  September  4.  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  the
royal couple decided to reveal their pregnancy because of a
missed  engagement  due  to  Duchess  Kate’s  crippling  morning
sickness. We have no doubt the media will be camped out at
Kensington Palace all spring until the big reveal of the new
addition!
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This  royal  celebrity  baby  is
arriving  in  April  2018!  What  are
some ways to decide timing when it
comes to having children?

Cupid’s Advice:

When baby fever hits, how do we know it’s the right time? Kids
are a serious, lifelong committment and require more hours in
the day than we have. While we may not all have celebrity
babies,  we  understand  that  all  couples,  including  famous
couples, have to decide when it’s the right time:

1. The puppy rule: We’ve all seen those happy couples who
adopt  a  puppy  and  then  announce  their  pregnancy  a  couple
months  later.  Puppies,  like  babies,  require  late  nights,
selfless dedication, and constant attention. Can’t handle a
puppy yet?  Hold off on those cute tiny toes until you can
give all of yourself.

Related link: Celebrity Baby News: Duchess Kate Gets Bump
Shamed

2. How’s that career looking?:  While not as demanding as a
newborn, cultivating a stable and successful career takes a
lot of time and dedication. As cute as those chubby cheeks
are, wait until you can focus your time on your new baby and
have the support from work.

Related Link: Prince William and Kate Aspire For The Simple
Life

3. That monster, debt:  We’ve all been young, holding our
first  glossy  credit  card.  There’s  appeal  in  swiping  and
getting what you want, but you have to pay for it at some
point. As we get older, we accumulate student loan debt, car
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payments, mortgages, and medical bills. Even if you only have
a few of these, think month by month. Will you be able to give
your child everything you want them to have?

When baby fever hits, sometimes we can’t say no. What are some
other factors you consider before planning for your own bundle
of joy? Start the discussion below.  

Celebrity Wedding: Joe Jonas
& Sophie Turner Are Engaged

By Rachel Sparks
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According to UsMagazine.com, matching Instagram posts revealed
that DNCE’s vocalist and former boyband heartthrob Joe Jonas
and  GOT‘s  star  Sophie  Turner  are  officially  engaged.  The
couple revealed the pear-shaped diamond on Sunday, October 15
to many warm congratulations. The celebrity couple dated for
less than a year before upgrading their relationship to an
engagement.

There’s  another  Jonas  celebrity
wedding in the works! What are some
ways  to  personalize  a  marriage
proposal?

Cupid’s Advice:

Guys or gals, everyone dreams of those milestone moments in
our lives. To ensure your proposal is just as unforgettable as
this celebrity couple’s, make sure you and your partner knows
what  the  other  wants.  For  the  beginning  of  your  romantic
adventure, here is our relationship advice:

1. Public party or intimate moment:  Some people like the
spotlight and some want privacy to celebrate.  Know in advance
how each of you would like to pop the question to truly
celebrate  this  moment  together.   Remember,  this  sets  the
dynamics for the rest of your relationship.

2. Ditch the diamond:  Diamonds aren’t always a girl’s best
friend.  Be fearless and find a gem, cut, or band that makes a
statement unique to you and your significant other.  As a
symbol of your relationship, the ring serves as an opportunity
for bragging about how great you two are together.

3. Switch roles:  Today, women are fighters more than ever.
 We get what we want because we have the freedom to make it
happen ourselves.  Why limit this to careers?  Bend a knee to
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your man and take control of your relationship the way you
want it.

What  are  your  dream  proposal  ideas?   Inspire  others  and
comment below.  

Celebrity  News:  Minka  Kelly
Shuts  Down  Jesse  Williams
Cheating Rumors

By Ashleigh Underwood
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Minka Kelly is not here for anyone’s rumors or gossip, as she
shut down a fan’s comment right away. On Thursday, someone
commented on Kelly’s Instagram asking if the cheating rumors
surrounding  her  and  Jesse  Williams’  celebrity  relationship
were true. Kelly responded, saying, “They’re not. Hate for you
to be disappointed. Glad I could clear that up for you. Now
f–k off,” according to UsMagazine.com. The rumors come from a
celebrity  news  break  of  Kelly  and  Williams’  recent
relationship. Their relationship began shortly after Williams
and his estranged wife began their celebrity divorce process
in April.

This celebrity news has us cheering
for Minka Kelly. What are some ways
to  keep  lies  from  affecting  your
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Everybody loves drama and gossip when it’s not about them.
People  love  following  other  people’s  lives  and  spreading
rumors because it is entertaining to them. When that gossip is
directed at you, here are a few ways to keep those lies from
affecting your relationship:

1. Ignore it: More often than not, the rumors people spread is
minor and will go away as fast as it began. When this happens,
the easiest thing you can do is just ignore it. If you don’t
give people the satisfaction of letting it get to you, then
eventually  they  will  give  up.  Instead  focus  on  your
relationship  and  keeping  it  strong.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: ‘Grey’s Anatomy’ Star Jesse
Williams & Wife Aryn Drake Lee Are Divorcing After 5 Years of
Marriage
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2. Confront it: When the rumors get too bad and are starting
to affect your life, then it is time to step in. Confront the
source of the gossip and set the record straight. Let them
know exactly what is going on and make it clear to them what
the facts are. Then, they will no longer have a reason to
speculate on your life and then can go back to focusing on
their own.

Related  Link:  New  Dad  Jesse  Williams  Says  Fatherhood  Is
‘Amazing’

3. Communicate: In a relationship there are only two people
who have the final say in how things play out–you and your
partner. If gossip and lies are starting to creep in to your
love life, then you need to have a talk together. Sit down
with them and discuss the stuff being spread and be sure there
are no miscommunications. As long as you and your partner know
what is true, then it doesn;t matter what other people say.

How do you handle rumors in your relationship? Comment below!

Celebrity Baby News: Duchess
Kate Gets Bump Shamed
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By Ashleigh Underwood

If you needed a reason to love the royal family even more,
then here it is. While suffering from a severe form of morning
sickness, hyperemesis gravidarum, Duchess Kate attended World
Mental Health Day at Buckingham Palace on Tuesday. About a
month ago, the celebrity couple Prince William and the Duchess
announced they were expecting another celebrity baby. As this
was her first outing since the announcement, fans were eager
to see Middleston’s growing bump. However, they were shocked
to see that her belly was extremely thin, and they were quick
to comment on it saying, “I can’t believe she’s prego, she
looks  too  thin.”  According  to  UsMagazine.com,  another  fan
jumped to her rescue and claimed that her late showing is
likely due to her medical condition.

This celebrity baby news has us sad
about the gossip, because everyone
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is different! What are some ways to
keep  gossip  from  affecting  your
pregnancy?

Cupid’s Advice:

People love to gossip, especially when it is about something
they’re not used to. When it is about you and your baby
though, it can be tough to brush it off. Here a few tip to
avoid letting gossip affect your pregnancy:

1. Be honest: Sometimes, when the rumors and gossip go to far,
you have to set the record straight. People will talk and talk
until  they  hear  what  is  really  going  on.  If  you  are
comfortable sharing the truth around their gossip, then by all
means you should. This will put an end to their talk quickly
because now the real facts are out.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Nick & Vanessa Lachey Open Up
About Premature Birth of Son Phoenix

2. Stay positive: While you are pregnant, people will tell you
that your mood affects your baby. When you are angry they can
feel it and when you are stressed then so are they. So, even
while they are rumors and gossip surrounding you,you must stay
positive. Not only will it help you stay calm and enjoy your
pregnancy more, but it will benefit your baby in the long run
as well.

Related Link: The 7 Most Hyped Celebrity Weddings of the Last
Decade

3. Focus on your baby: People will talk and talk all they want
about you, but you can’t let it stop you from enjoying your
life. You’re pregnant! You are bringing life into this world
and it should be celebrated and enjoyed always. So, push the
nay sayers aside and live it up during this time.
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How do you handle gossip? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple News: Derek
Hough  Celebrates  Girlfriend
Hayley Erbert’s Birthday with
Loving Tribute

By Ashleigh Underwood

Love is in the air! The latest celebrity news has us swooning
as Derek Hough pays tribute to girlfriend Hayley Erbert on her
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birthday. According to People.com, Hough posted a loving photo
of the celebrity couple kissing at his sister’s July wedding.
He  captioned  it  with  a  simple  “Happy  birthday  to  my
beautiful”.  Hough  has  a  history  of  sharing  pictures  with
Erbert and captioning them with heartfelt messages, including
one that said “nothing better in the world than sharing your
experiences with the woman you love.

This  celebrity  couple  is  super
sweet. What are some ways to make
your partner’s birthday special?

Cupid’s Advice:

Birthdays are a special event where you get to celebrate your
loved one for a full 24 hours. It may be hard to convey your
love for your partner easily, so here are a few ideas on
making ytheir birthday special:

1. Gifts: It can be incredibly hard shopping for someone else
and trying to figure out what they will love or hate. To make
it  easier  on  yourself,  give  something  personal.  A  framed
picture of the two of you, a pre-planned trip together or
something you saw that reminded you of them. It will be much
more special to your partner if you make their gift personal
rather than mindlessly picking up something at the jewelry
store.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple Many Moore and Taylor Goldsmith
Are Engaged

2. Party: Whether you throw an intimate date for the two of
you, or huge blow out, it will be special for your partner.
Not only will they recognize the time and effort you put into
it, but either way, they get to spend their day with the
people they love. Plan an event that is centered around your
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partner and their interests and they are sure to feel like the
most special person on the planet.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Channing Tatum Recalls
‘Cruel’ Proposal Tactic

3. Surprise: Nothing will make your partner feel more special
than a unique surprise. Tell them you have to work late and
will  have  to  have  a  small  celebration  afterwards.  Then,
surprise them with a gorgeous dinner and dessert right when
they  get  home!  They  won’t  see  it  coming  and  will  be  so
overjoyed that you took the time to prepare something.

How did you celebrate your partners birthday? Comment below!

Celebrity  News:  Source  Says
Kanye West & Kim Kardashian’s
Marriage  Is  ‘Stronger  Than
Ever’
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By Ashleigh Underwood

Celebrity news following Kanye West has been sparse recently
as the rapper has taken a step back from the lime light. Since
cancelling the last bit of his Saint Pablo tour last year,
West  has  been  focusing  on  his  health  and  maintaining  his
sanity. According to UsMagazine.com, he is “the best he’s ever
been…you’re going to see a calm Kanye who is taking it day by
day. He and Kim Kardashian are stronger than ever.” West has
been focusing on his celebrity relationship with Kardashian
and their growing family.

If we’re to believe this celebrity
news, Kimye’s marriage is strong.
What are some ways to work on the
strength of your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Being in a relationship is amazing and can be one of the best
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aspects of your life. However, not every one will last. To
give yours a better chance at survival, here are a few ways to
work on your relationships strength:

1.  Communicate:  The  best  way  to  build  a  connection  with
someone, is to talk with them. Get to know who they are and
what they like, but also what they can’t stand. Communicating
with your partner allows you explore a part of them that
others  may  not  be  able  to  see.  Your  relationship  grows
stronger because you know each other on a more personal level!

Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Kim Kardashian Confirms
She’s Expecting Her Third Child

2. Argue: While this advice may go against everything you have
been  taught,  it’s  true.  Arguing  is  essential  in  a
relationship. You and your partner are not going to agree on
aspect of your lives and you’re going to butt heads. This is
normal  and  even  needed!  This  forces  you  to  learn  about
conflict  resolution  within  your  relationship,  and
compromise–very  important  lessons.

Related Link: Top 5 Most Famous Celebrity Kids

3. Give space: When you are in a new relationship it is easy
to spend all day every day with them. Though it is nice at the
time,it  can  prove  to  be  detrimental  to  yourself  and  you
relationship. Even though you are joining lives with someone
else, you need to keep a private life for yourself. Continue
to see your friends, go to work events alone, or pick up a
hobby. This will allow you to build up yourself and inevitably
help your relationship.

How do you keep your relationship strong? Comment below!
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Celebrity  News:  Audrina
Patridge Granted Full Custody
of Daughter After Split From
Corey Bohan

By Ashleigh Underwood

Sour news turns hopeful as Audrina Patridge is granted full
custody  of  15-month-old  daughter,  Kirra  Max.  When  the
celebrity news broke of Patridge’s split from husband Corey
Bohan,  several  allegations  were  thrown  around  and  are
continued to be discussed in court. While court proceedings
are still ongoing, the ex celebrity couple have been told that
Bohan can have scheduled visitations, only after picking up
their daughter from the police station. A source recently told
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People.com,  that  Patridge  is  taking  extra  precautions  to
ensure the safety of herself, and her daughter.

This celebrity news is definitely
in Audrina Patridge’s favor. What
are some ways to deal with custody
issues during a split?

Cupid’s Advice:

Splitting with your partner can get messy, especially when
there are children involved. It can be easy to get lost in the
craziness of court and other important decisions. Here are a
few ways to deal with custody issues during your split:

1. Put your children first: In a custody battle, you may be
tempted to take out all your anger on your ex and be spiteful.
However, you have to remember your kids and what is best for
them. No matter how you feel towards your ex-partner, if they
are a good parent to your child, then try and be flexible with
your conditions. None of it is easy on your child, but you can
do your best to keep things as normal as possible.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Audrina Patridge Files for
Divorce from Corey Bohan

2. Get a good lawyer: Court can be confusing especially if you
have never dealt with a legal situation before. in order to
make  things  easier  on  yourself,  and  get  the  outcomes  you
desire, hire the best lawyer you can. Let them take the brunt
of the force in the legal stuff so you can focus on your
family and your own well being. This will make dealing with
your custody battle much easier for everyone.

Related Link: Bad Romance: 10 Toxic Celebrity Relationships
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3. Focus on what you can control: When things get messy, you
can feel like your world is falling apart. if you start to
lose your grips on life and feel like everything is coming
crashing down, take step back and breathe. Spend your time
focusing on the things you can control in your life, like you
children. If your ex is doing things with the kids that you
always scolded him for but you have no voice in now, focus on
your own parenting. You can’t control how others act, but you
always have a say in your own life.

How did you deal with your custody battle? Comment below!


